A smarter way to work.
The Jobmate arm rest relieves the entire forearm and prevents symptoms such as mouse arm, stiffness or discomfort. The asymmetrical design provides an extra support when using the numerical keypad or a keyboard. The arm rest attaches to your desk and fits both straight and angled desktops. Surface layer of dirt repellent synthetic leather for easy cleaning.

- Supports the whole underarm.
- Asymmetrical design for maximum comfort.
- Easy-to-fit on the desk, adjustable mounting.
- Fits all types of desks.
- Dirt-repellent surface, easy-to-clean.

Material: Steel, MDF, foam rubber and synthetic leather (polyurethane).

Cleaning: Wiped off using a damp cloth with a mild detergent or hand sanitizer (85%).

Dimensions: 660 x 200 x 15 mm.
Waist width: 60 mm

Color / Art. no.: Black 505100 / Grey 505101

For even better ergonomics, get the whole Jobmate series.

Jobmate Touch is an ergonomic mouse that prevents and relieves pain and tension in the back, neck, shoulders and wrists. You work with your hands centered near the keyboard, resting on the wrist rest. You can easily vary your work posture and the touch function allows you to control the cursor with one or more fingers simultaneously. Jobmate Touch fits all keyboards. Connection via USB. Plug & Play.

Art. no.: 500201

Keyboard Jobmate Slim in an attractive slimline design which is perfect with Jobmate Touch. Thin, sensitive keys that give a very comfortable writing experience. Compatible with Windows and MAC operating systems. Connection via USB. Plug & Play.

Art. no.: 508103